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ABSTRACT

Dot matrix displays are widely used in various aspects and for diverse purposes. They are

used as means of advertising, displaying public service information, traffic notifications,

and greetings note. Inspired by the functionality of dotmatrix as message display, the aim

of this project is to build a system that enables the transmitter block to transmit messages

wirelessly to the dot matrix at the receiver block. Thiswill result in a timelier andaccurate

message to be conveyed to public without having to be controlled by large workstation,

heavy computers or any kind of software. The hardware of the system comprises of two

blocks controlled by a PIC microcontroller respectively. The 4x4 keypad gives the input

to the transmitter microcontroller and the Vacuum Fluorescent Display (VFD) acts as the

transmitter display. The Dot Matrix is placed as the receiver display. RF hybrid

transceiver pair that acts as the heart of the wireless transmission is interfaced to the

microcontrollers using the encoder/decoder pair. The RF transceiver pair transmits and

receives the data based on purely RF transmission without any assistance of Graphical

User Interface (GUI). C languageprogramming becomes the basis of the operability ofthe

microcontrollers and the control of the workflow of the system. This project is a potential

platform for enthusiasts of electronics project to integrate the use of microcontrollers, C

programming and wireless transmission and for further expansion for outdoor message

displaying.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides basic information obtained throughout the research done using

various resources such as the internet, books and other related materials. The

background of study will explain briefly about the project followed by the problem

statements, the objectives and the scope of study.

Dot matrix displays have becomepopular these days, being used to conveymessages at

mostpublic places likebanks, bus terminals, highways and also government agencies. It

is one of the easiest ways to pass on messages to a large target group. The messages

being displayed, byallmeans, must betimely and accurate. Nevertheless, the dotmatrix

displays mostly, if not connected in hard-wired mode to the controller station, is being

controlled remotely by certain software installed on a computer at the control station. It

is not usually equipped withmeans to enable messages to be transmitted directly to the

displaying unit without having to use a workstation or a computer.

Therefore, the main focus of this project is to build an integrated system that transfers

the message wirelessly to the dot matrix display at the receiver. It uses the platform of

Radio Frequency (RF) to achieve wireless transmission. The hardware consists of two

microcontroller boards. One is connected to the keypad, Vacuum Fluorescent Display

(VFD) and the transmitter module, while the other is connected to the receiver module

and the dot matrix display. The microcontrollers control the operations of transmitting

and receiving with the use ofC language program embedded inside them.



1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

The advancement of communication technology has shown great paces parallel to the

growth of the world of electronics. New technologies have been created and improved

by engineers and researchers of vast experiences in electronics and communication.

They are, of course, developed to improve the quality of life and to speed up the

communication between distant places.

Wireless communication is one of the most vibrant areas in the communication field

today. While it has been a topic of study since the 1960s, the past decade has seen a

surge of research activities in the area [1]. While wired networks and communication

are for communications between fixed locations, wireless networks are mostly for

communication between devices, with the device mobility being the primary benefit.

According to Forouzan (2004) in his book titled 'Data Communications and

Networking '(3rd Edition), wireless communication is referred to as unguided media that

transport electromagnetic waves without utilizing a physical conductor. For wireless

communication, the electromagnetic spectrum ranges from 3 kHz to 900 THz, as shown

in Figure 1.1 [2]:

Radio wave and microwave Infrared Lightwave

3\cHz 300

GHz

400 90

THz TH

0

z

Figure 1.1: Electromagnetic spectrum for wireless communication [2]

The application of wireless communication is widely implemented at these present times.

Its significance is illustrated by the redefined way of communicating and retrieving

information.



Integrating the wireless communication means with the digital domain is indeed an

exciting field to be explored. Bates, in his book titled The Introduction to

Microelectronic Systems: The PIC 16F84 Microcontroller mentioned that the PIC

microcontroller, at this present time, has attracted many interested programmer and

beginners to come up with notable electronics projects or mini projects. It is a valuable

device to give user valuable insight into the technology behind the explosion of

microcontroller-based applications that has occurred in the recent years, based on cheap,

mass-produced digital circuits [3].

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

1.2.1 Problem Identification

Transmitting the messagefrom the transmitter to the dot matrix attachedto the receiver

sideis not a tough task to be donewhen the connection is in hard-wired mode. Themain

challenge here is to fully utilize the wireless transmission as the means to send the

characters to the dot matrix at the receiver without too much of transmission loss

occurring.

The radio waves, for the most parts, are omnidirectional. The signals propagate in all

directions when the antenna is transmitting the waves. The radio frequency, being a part

of the radio waves, is entitled to the limitation that radio waves have. Concerning

multipath distortion, radiowaves move from an omnidirectional antenna in all directions.

When these radio waves strike a very dense object such as metal or stone, they reflect,

much as light reflects from a mirror or other shiny surface. Even when there is a clear

path between the transmitting and receiving antennas, some of the signal reflected from

other paths will arrive at the receiving antenna. This phenomenon is called multipath

distortion. It can affect the received signal because the longer path will cause the signal

to arrive out of phase with the signal from the direct path. The effect of multipath

distortion can range from nothing to the cancellation of the signal, depending on the



paths and the resulting delays. In some cases, the multipath effect can even boost the

received signal. This occurs when both paths arrive at the same time-in phase-such as

when multiple transmitting antennas are used.

Other than that, a wired link provides reliability close to 100 percent, but at the price of

a fixed link without mobility. Radio links offer mobility and convenience, but all radio

links are prone to performance degradations such as noise and interference that will

reduce reliability noticeably below 100 percent on any given transmission. Poorer

reliability may be mitigated by techniques such as error detection and correction,

increasing transmit power, and so forth, that can keep or increase reliability at high

levels. Nevertheless, it will involve some increases in cost and engineering effort [4].

For the concern ofthis project, the availability of open-space around the transceiver will

be an issue that will influence the range of transmission of this prototype.

Other matters to be heavily concerned about are:

• The structure ofthe C programming being written in order to effectively transmit

the data from the transmitter block to the dot matrix at the receiver block.

• The strength of the signal to be transmitted.

• Messages to be able to be transmitted and be displayed to the receiverdot matrix

display.

• To provide room for further enhancements planned to be done after the system

has been proven to work well.

1.2.2 Significance of the Project

On the application aspect, this project is seen as a miniature attempt to utilize wireless

transmission to transmit data from a microcontroller board to a remotely-placed receiver

equipped with a dot matrix display. It can be a good platform to study about RF

transmission for developing prototypes utilizing wireless transmission of higher

complexity for the undergraduate level.



On the electronic aspect, the project determines to prove the compatibility of the radio

frequency module from RFSolutions® with PIC microcontroller of Microchip™ brand,

interfaced using the encoder and decoder pair from Holtek Semiconductor. In the end of

the project duration, this project should be successfully built as a device that can

transmit data wirelessly to the receiver end. [6]

1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY

1.3.1 The Objectives of the Project

On a larger scale, this project is hoped to be built for a superior application suitable for

outdoor usage. But pertaining to the project funding, the target seems unfeasible. The

goals for the project, in the timeframe given for the Final Year Project to be completed

include but are not limited to the following:

• To ensure that the message at the receiver displays the same message being

displayed on the transmitter vacuum fluorescent display (VFD),

• To minimize any transmission delay between the point of transmission and the

point of data reception. It is measured from the point of the pressing the keypad

to transmit and the moment the dot matrix at the receiver side displays the

message,

• To enable the receiver to continuously display the final message being entered

without having the transmitter to continuously being powered up to send data.

1.3.2 Scope of Study

There are plenty of components involved in order to achieve all the goals stated. The

major components that are required for this project will be:

• Wireless communication circuitry is essential in ensuring that the receiver block

will only display the correct data being transmitted from the transmitter block.

This is to be done using the RF transceiver.



Two PIC microcontroller boards, complete with the peripherals needed to

support the communication between the prototype and the end user.

A pair of encoder and decoder to communicate the RF transmitter and receiver

respectively with the microcontrollers.

A well-tailored C programming codes to ensure that the microcontrollers will

work well according to the planned prototype operation.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 RF WIRELESS TRANSMISSION

2.1.1 Introduction

The radio frequency or in simple terms known as RF refers to that portion of the

electromagnetic spectrum in which electromagnetic waves can be generated by

alternating current fed to an antenna [8]. Nearly all wireless transmissions use RF,

including AM and FM radio, TV, satellites, portable phones, mobile phones and

wireless networks. RF signals can be focused in one direction (directional), or they can

transmit in all directions (omnidirectional) [14]. Generally, RF transmission points to

wireless communications with frequencies below 300 GHz [15]. It covers the range of

electromagnetic frequencies above the audio range and below infrared light (from 10

kHzto 300 GHz), except for infrared (IR) transmission. Above 300GHz, the absorption

of electromagnetic radiation by Earth's atmosphere is so great that the atmosphere is

effectively opaque to higher frequencies of electromagnetic radiation, until the

atmosphere becomes transparent again [8].

Such frequencies and the belonging wavelength account for the following parts of the

spectrum shown in the table on the proceeding page:



Table 2.1: Radio frequency spectrum [8]

Band name Abbr. ITU

band

Frequency
Wavelength

Example uses

<3Hz

> 100,000 km

Extremely
low

frequency

ELF 1 3-30 Hz

100,000 km-10,000 km
Communication with submarines

Super low
frequency

SLF 2 30-300 Hz

10,000 km-1000 km
Communication with submarines

Ultra low

frequency
ULF 3 300-3000 Hz

1000 km -100 km

Communication within mines

Very low
frequency

VLF 4 3-30 kHz

100 km-10 km

Submarine communication,
avalanche beacons, wireless heart

rate monitors

Low

frequency
LF 5 30-300 kHz

lOkm-lkm

Navigation, time signals,AM long
wave broadcasting

Medium

frequency
MF 6 300-3000 kHz

Ikm-lOOm

AM (Medium-wave) broadcasts

High
frequency

HF 7 3-30 MHz

100 m-10 m

Shortwave broadcasts and amateur

radio

Very high
frequency

VHF 8 30-300 MHz

lOm-lm

FM and television broadcasts

Ultra high
frequency

UHF 9 300-3000 MHz

1 m- 100 mm

television broadcasts, mobile
phones, wirelessLAN, ground-to-
air and air-to-air communications,
and Two-Way Radios such as FRS

and GMRS Radios

Super high
frequency

SHF 10 3-30 GHz

100 mm- 10 mm

microwave devices, wireless LAN,
most modern Radars

Extremely
high
frequency

EHF 11 30-300 GHz

10 mm - 1 mm

Radio astronomy, high-speed
microwave radio relay

Above 300 GHz

< 1 mm

Night vision

2.1.2 Issues on Data Integrity

While using a wireless system, it is desirable to filter out unwanted and interference

signals to prevent incorrect data from being received and interpreted. Since RF spectrum

is crammed with noise and other interference signals, it is imperative that a means of

data control is applied [14]. To achieve it, an encoder IC (HT12E) is connected as an

interface between the microcontroller and the transmitter, and a decoder IC (HTl 2D)



between the other microcontroller and the receiver module, both from Holtek

Semiconductor. The encoder encodes the 4-bit data received from the microcontroller

into serial data, while the decoder decodes the serial data received from the receiver

module into the same 4-bit data encoded by the encoder.

2.1.3 HT-12E

The HT-12E encoder is a CMOS LSI for remote control system applications. It is

capable of encoding information which consists of N address bits and 12N data bits.

Each address/data input can be set to one of the two logic states. The programmed

addresses/data are transmitted together with the header bits via an RF transmission

medium upon receipt of a trigger signal. The capability to select a TE (transmission

enable) trigger on the HT12E further enhances theapplication flexibility of encoder [10].

Roughly, theoperation ofthe HT12E encoder can beexplained in this manner: Inorder

to encode a signal, each ofthe address/data pin inputs must have beenset to logic '0' or

logic iV. Once this is obtained, the encoder is now programmed. This programmed

address/data is transmitted via RF when the TE pin goes low (note the active low sign).

For the oscillator, the HT12E has an RC oscillator whose oscillation frequency is

selected by using an appropriate resistor value. Forthe HT12E, theoscillation frequency

for the decoder is 50 times larger: F0scd (decoder) = 50FOsce (encoder), as written in the

HT12E datasheet [10].

HT-12E has the following features [10]:

Operating voltage of 2.4V-12V

Low power and high noise irnmunity CMOS technology

Low standby current: 0.1A (typical) at VDD = 5V

Minimum transmission of four words for the HT12E

Built-in oscillator needs only 5% resistor

Data code has positive polarity

Mmimal external components



18-pinDIP/20-pin SOP package

A1C2

A2C 3

A3C^

A4C5

A5C6

ASH?

A7C8

VSSC 9

XT"
1S 3VD0

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

UDOUT

IJOSC1

DOSG2

3T£

DAD11

DAD10

HAD9

I3A08

Figure 2.1 HT-12E Pin Layouts [10]

Table 2.2: HT12E Pin Description [10]

Pin Name I/O Description
A0-A7 I Input pins for address A0-A7 settinq
AD8-AD11 1 Input Dins for address/data AD8-AD11 setting
D8-D11 1 Input pins for data D8-D11 setting and transmission

enable, active low
DOUT 0 Encoder data serial transmission output
L/MB i Latch/Momentary transmission format selection pin
TE i Transmission Enable

OSC1 ! Oscillator input pin
OSC2 0 Oscillator output pin
X1 1 455kHz resonator oscillator input
X2 O 455kHz resonator oscillator output
VSS 1 Negative power supply
VDD 1 Positive power supply

2.1.4 HT-12D

The HT-12D decoder is a CMOS LSI for remote control system applications. It is paired

with HT-12E encoder. For proper operation, a pair of encoder/decoder with the same

number of addresses and data format should be chosen. The decoder receives serial

addresses and data from a programmed HT-12E encoder that are transmitted by a carrier

using an RP transmission medium. It compares the serial input data three times

continuously with its local addresses. If no error or unmatched codes are found, the

input data codes are decoded and then transferred to the output pins. The VT pin also

goes high to indicate a valid transmission. HT-12D is capable of decoding information

10



that consists of N bits of address and 12N bits of data. HT12D provide 8 address bits

and 4 data bits [11].

For the HT12D operation, it can be summarized as follows: The decoder receives serial

addresses and data from the programmed encoder. So whatever address values were

programmed on the encoder, the decoder must have the same address values. A signal

on the DIN pin activates the oscillator and the incoming address and data are decoded.

The decoder checks the received address data three times. If no errors are found, the

input data codes are decoded and then sent to the output pins. These four data pins

remainunchanged until new data is received. The VT pin will go high to indicatea valid

transmission. Usually an LED connected to this pin will give notice to a valid

transmission. The HTl 2D decoder operates on an RC oscillator. The oscillation

frequency depends on what resistor value is used. The resistor is connected between

pins OSC1 and OSC2. As mentioned before, the oscillator frequency for the decoder is

50 times bigger than that ofthe encoder. The recommended oscillatorfrequency is given

by: Foscd (decoder) - 50Fosce (HT12E encoder), as written in the HT12D datasheet [11].

HT-12D has the following features [11]:

Operating voltage of 2.4V-12V

Low power and high noise immunity CMOS technology

Low standby current

Capable ofdecoding 12 bits of information

Binary address setting

Received codes are checked 3 times

Address/Data number combination (8 address bits and 4 data bits)

Built-in oscillator needs only 5% resistor

Valid transmission indicator

Easy interface with an RF transmission medium

Minimal external components

11



Pin Name

A0-A11

D8-D11
DIN

VT

OSC1

OSC2

VSS

VDD

AOC 1

A1C2

A2C

A3C

A*C5

ash

AfiC

A7H8

vssc s

TJ"
18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

3VDO

DVT

303G1

303C2

13DIN

HD11

DO10

DD9

13D8

Figure 2.2HT-12D Pin Layouts [11]

Table 2.3: HT12D Pin Description [11]

I/O Description
Input pins for address A0-A1 1 setting

O Output data pins
Serial data pins

o Valid Transmission

pin

o Oscillator output tan
Negative power supply (GND)
Positive power supply

2.2 RADIO FREQUENCY: THE DEVICE

For this project, the RF module to be used is the FM Hybrid Transmitter and Receiver

Modules by RFSolutions®. The transmitter operates on 3-12V supply voltage and

comes in either SIL or DIL package. The receiver is builtusing the PLL XTAL design

and operates on 5V supply voltage.

2.2.1 The Transmitter and Receiver

These miniature RF modules provide a cost effective highperformance FM Radio data

link, at 433.92MHz. Manufactured using laser trimmed thick film ceramic hybrid, the

modules exhibit extremely stable electronic characteristics over an industrial

12



temperature range. There is no adjustable component and ensures very reliable operation

overtime [15].

This transmitter and receiver pair enables the simple implementation of a data link at

distances up to 75 meters in-building and 250 meters open ground. These transmitter

and receiver modules are optimized for wireless transmission of encoded data packets

[15].

Figure 2.3: The FM Hybrid Transmitter and Receiver Modules [15]

The transmitter, which is of model FM-RTFQ2-433R, is a single-in-line package

incorporating a voltage regulator for 3-12V operation. It is tailored to be compatible

with other RF transmitter modules available.

Out

XTAL XTAL

Oscillator

PLL

Synthesizer
Power Arap

j k i k

Figure 2.4: The transmitter block diagram [15]

The receiver, of model FM-RRFQ2-433 is a Single in Line Package, with the

architecture built as follows:

13



In

Vcc Vcc

A i k

1 1
Pre Amp

Filter

Mixer Pre Amp
Filter

10.7MHz

IF Filter

FM

Demodulator

I
t k

1 1
GND PLL

Synthesizer
GND GND

Out

Figure 2.5: The receiver block diagram [15]

The operationofthe transmitterand receivercan be understood by referringto the block

diagrams:

• The XTAL block refers to the crystal which is used as an oscillator, as it is

capable of producing precise and stable frequencies for frequency counters,

radio transmitters and receivers, computer system clocks and many other

applications. The XTAL Oscillator block indicates the crystal oscillator

operation, in which the oscillator is a means to produce oscillations or

repetitive waves. [5].

• The Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) Synthesizer consists of four primary

blocks: (1) a phase comparator, (2) a low-pass filter, (3) a low-gain

operational amplifier and (4) a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). It is used

widely in performing functions of modulation, demodulation, and signal

processing and frequency synthesis. It ultimately employs phase lock to

perform its intended function. A phase lock can only take place when the

PLL is frequency locked. Only then can the phase comparator produce an

output voltage that is proportional to the difference in phase between its

VCO and the external input frequency [5].

Power Amplifier, by its name, is used to amplify the signal to the receiver.

14



• The Mixer is a non-linearamplifier, which tunes the output to the difference

between the RF and the local oscillator frequencies. In other terms, it down-

converts the receivedradio frequencies to intermediate frequencies (IF) [5].

• The intermediate frequencies (IF) block is where the receiver-gain and

selectivity is achieved [5].

• The FM Demodulator functions to produce an output voltage that is

proportional to the instantaneous frequency at its input [5].

• The Comparator block is responsible in producing a more linear output

voltage-versus-frequency response curve since it is immune to amplitude

variations [5].

2.3 MICROCONTROLLERS

2.3.1 Introduction: PIC18F458 and PIC16F877

Two microcontrollers of different models are being used in this project, namely

PIC18F458 for the transmitter board and PIC16F877 for the receiver board. Both

microcontrollers are manufactured by Microchip®.

PIC18F458 belongs to a class of 16-bit microcontroller of High-Performance Reduced

Instruction Set (RISC) Central Processing Unit (CPU). It is an Enhanced Flash

Microcontroller with Controller Area Network (CAN), an added feature not obtainable

in PIC16F877 that enables serial communication within noisy environments between

microcontrollers and devices that adopts this feature [12].

PIC16F877 belongs to a class of 14-bit microcontroller of Reduced Instruction Set

Computer (RISC) architecture. It is a Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor

15



(CMOS) FLASH Microcontroller [13]. Its size in terms of memory is less and is an

older model compared to PIC18F458.

Both of the microcontrollers' program memory (FLASH) is for storing a written

program, EEPROM for data memory that need to be saved when there is no power

supply andRAM for datamemory used by a program during its execution.

The differences between PIC18F458 and PIC16F877 are not limited towards the

memory space size only, but also in terms of architecture, special features and function

modules. In this project, the main difference being evaluated is the difference of

memory space between PIC18F458 and PIC16F877, which is summarized in the table

below:

Table 2.4: Comparison of memory size between PIC18F458 andPIC16F877 [12] [13]

Program Memory DataM emory

FLASH

(kilobytes)
# Single-Word

Instruction

SRAM

(bytes)
EEPROM

(bytes)

PIC18F458 32 16384 1536 256

PIC16F877 8 35 368 256

2.3.2 Applications

PIC microcontrollers perfectly fit many uses, from commercial, industrial and extended

temperature ranges and controlling home appliances to industrial instruments, remote

sensors, electrical door locks and safety devices. It is also ideal for smart cards as well

as for battery supplied devices because of its low power consumption.

Having EEPROM memory makes it easier to apply microcontrollers to devices where

permanent storage of various parameters is needed (codes for transmitters, motor speed,

receiver frequencies, etc.). Low cost, low power consumption, programmability and

flexibility make PIC microcontrollers applicable even in areas where microcontrollers
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had not previously been considered such as: timer functions, interface replacement in

larger systems, coprocessor applications, etc.

2.3.3 Pin Descriptions

Both PIC18F458 and PIC16F877 have a total of 40 pins, with 5 I/O port, namely

PORTA, PORTB, PORTC, PORTD and PORTE. They are most frequently found in a

PDIP type of case but can also be found in PLCC (Plastic Leadless Chip Carrier) and

QFP (Quad Flat Package) case which are square in shape [12][13]. PDIP is an

abbreviation for Plastic Dual In-line Package. It is an electronic package with a

rectangular housing and two parallel rows of electrical connecting pins, usually

protruding from the longer sides of the package and bent downward. A DIP (Dual In

linePackage) is usually referred to as a DIP/i, where n is thetotalnumber of pins [7]. In

PIC18F458 and PIC16F877 case, their package with two rows of twenty vertical leads

wouldbeaDIP40.

DIPs have an orientation notch in one end. If the chip is held so that the long axis is

horizontal and the notch is at the left end, pin number 1 is the leftmostpin in the bottom

row. Pins are numbered counter-clockwise from there, i.e. left to right across the bottom

row, then right to left across the top row. This allows automated chip-insertion

machinery to ensure correctorientation ofthe chipby mechanical sensing. [7]
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Figure 2.6: PIC18F458 pin layout [12]
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Figure 2.7: PIC16F877 pin layout [13]
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK

3.1 PROCEDURE IDENTIFICATION

The first semester of the Final Year Project is focused on the initiation of the project.

Among the matters done were the literature review, system research, logistics gathering

and the circuitry completion of the transmitter and the receiver board. The second

semester is focused on establishing the wireless connection between the two boards, and

to complete the C code for the transmitting and receiving. Most of the logistics have

been made available for the smooth continuation ofthe project work in FYP I. In FYP

II, the completion ofthe project is comprised of smaller blocks like communicating the

RF transmitter and receiver, interfacing the RF transceiver with encoder and decoder for

better data quality, the hardware interfacing between the PIC boards with the RF

wireless transmission block and coordinating the hardware using C language for the best

performance.

The process of completing the stages reflects the methodology of the waterfall model.

The waterfall model derives its name due to the cascading effect from one phase to the

other; with each phase is well defined, given the starting and ending point, with

identifiable deliveries to the next phase [17].

The following method best describes the steps taken in completing the project from the

middle stage towards the end stage, particularly for FYP II.
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Requirements

Verify

Specification

Verify

Design

Verify

Implementation

Development

Test

Integration

Product

Deliverable

Test

Demonstration

FYP I

FYP 11

Figure 3.1: The waterfall method used for FYP completion

In the first stage, the requirements for the system were defined. With the researches

done, the problem statements were identified. Having clear statement of problems lead

to the description ofthe project objectives, in which the objectives are the most feasible

solution to the problem statement.
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After that, the system specification is laid, taking into consideration ofthepricing ofthe

components, the availability, the compatibility of use with each other, and also some

redundancy to mitigate any problems that may arise sooner or later.

The following stage is to design the circuits. This is also where the Ccodes are written

and being checked to ensure the circuitry designed is aligned with the pins defined and

addressed in the program.

Subsequently are the implementation and integration. Each board of circuits are

constructed independently and checked one at a time to ensure that every circuit

constructed on the veroboard is working fine. After each block is confirmed to be

working properly, then only the circuit integration, i.e. interconnection takes place.

3.2 DEVELOPMENT STAGES

The waterfall model is closely related to the development stages of this project. In the

first stage, the requirements for the system were defined. The initial system is outlined

to have the physical system according to thefollowing diagram:

Vacuum

Fluorescent Display

•••••••
••••DfiD
DDDDDDq-y,

Transmitter block

Antennar

RF wireless

transmission

eypad

Dot Matrix display

Receiver block

Figure 3.2: Physical systemofthe project
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The problem statements were identified once the researches have been done. An outline

of the system specification is made, with the objective of achieving the wireless

transmission capability as the mainobjective ofthe project.

Keypad
Port B0-B7

VFD .

Data: Port D0-D7 *
Control: Port C1-C3

Dot Matrix
<l

Data; Port B4-B7 ^
Control: Port B0-B2

PIC

18F458

""!'"

Encoder

Port A0-A3

Transmitter

Receiver

c
Decoder

Port A0-A3

an

PIC

16F877

Transmitter

block

Receiver

block

Figure 3.3: System outline ofthe transmitter and the receiver block

After that, the system specification is laid, taking into consideration ofthe pricing ofthe

components, the availability, the compatibility of use with each other, and also some

redundancy to mitigate any problems that mayarisesooner or later.

The following stage is todesign the circuits ofthe transmitter and the receiver board, the

RF interfacing connections with the encoder/decoder pair to the microcontrollers, and
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the peripheral hardware to the microcontrollers using OrCad software. The circuitry

designed needs to take heed of a few matters:

• To ensure that there is enough ports to cater for the peripherals, especially at

the transmitter side.

• To ensure that the connections for particularperipherals such as the Vacuum

Fluorescent Display and the Dot Matrix Display are aligned with the pin

assignments in their driverC codes.

• The electrical ratings of each component.

• Thepowerneeded to powerup bothofthe circuits.

Subsequently are the implementation and integration. Each board of circuits are

constructed independently and checked one at a time to ensure that every circuit

constructed on the veroboard is working fine. After each block is confirmed to be

working properly, then only thecircuit integration, i.e. interconnection takes place.

The system integration then witnessed the three stages of testing modes:

• Wired 4-bit parallel checking, done by connecting both the

microcontrollers input and output pins directly without the intervention of

the encoder/decoder pair and the RF transceiver.

• Serial data wired transmission checking, which involves the data

transmission from the serial data-outpin ofthe encoderinto the serial data-in

pin ofthe decoder.

• Wireless transmission checkingby connecting the serial data-out pin ofthe

encoder to the data-input pin of the transmitter. The data is then being

transmitted wirelessly to the receiver, in which its data-output pin is

connected to the serial data-in pin ofthe decoder.
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3.3 TOOLS REQUIRED

Tools are notjust the wire cutters and the long-nose pliers that help to bend the legs of

the components; they comprise of the major components, hardware and software

required to build the project:

3.3.1 Hardware

• PIC18F458 is used as the transmitter microcontroller.

• PIC16F877 is used as the receiver microcontroller.

• The keypad

• The Vacuum Fluorescent Display (VFD)

• The Dot Matrix display

• RF transmitter and receiver module

• External antennas

• Digital multimeter

• Warp-13 board (to program the .HEX files generated after the C codes are

written and compiled. Only available at Microprocessor Laboratory and is not

feasible to be purchased: US$109)

• Suitable power jack topower upthe circuits from thesocket outlet.

Figure3.4: The Warp-13 programmer board [16]
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3.3.2 Software

• CCS C Compiler (this is where the C codes are written, checked for errors and

are compiled into the .HEX files)

• Warp-13 software (to erase and reprogram thePIC with the C codes compiled.

File extension should be in .HEX)

• OrCAD for the use of Schematic drawings and Gerber files creation
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

4.1 PROJECT FLOW AND ARCHITECTURE

The specific architecture ofWiTrix is explained by the block diagram shown in Figure

4.1 and theoperational flow chart shown in Figure 4.3.

By referring to both of the figures, the operation can be described by the following:
When the transmitter is powered up, the user is prompted with a welcome note,

informing which button should be pressed next, either Button A, Bor C, with:

• Button Ajumps back to the welcome note prompt, and prompts the user to

enter either A or B or C again.

• Button B displays thebutton functions of the keypad.

• Button C will direct the user to press any number from 0 to 9 to view the

messages.

As soon as the messages are displayed on the VFD, the same message will also appear

on the Dot Matrix display. This is due to the parallelism employed during sending the

characters to the VFD, the microcontroller at the transmitter also sends a specific 4-bit

data to the receiver for the microcontroller at the receiver to identify and display the

message that suits the 4-bit data from the transmitter.

The messages can be entered as much as 20 times, and after that, the transmitter

program needs tobe restarted back again by pressing either A, orB, orC.
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vthThe 20-times iteration, however, can be escaped at any time before the 20 iteration by

pressing Button D, and that theuser will beprompted to press Button E to restart again

the program by pressing A, or B, or C.

Transmitter

hoard

Keypad
Dot Matrix Display

Figure 4.1: Theoverview ofthe WiTrix operation

Figure 4.2: The final prototype of WiTrix
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Figure 4.3: The flowchart of WiTrix operation
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4.2 PIC MICROCONTROLLER

Two PIC microcontrollers of different models are used for this project, namely

PIC18F458 for the transmitter block and PIC16F877 for the receiver block.

PIC18F458 is chosen to control the operation of the transmitter block since the

transmitter block is handling more hardware peripherals. Ports A, B, C and D of

PIC18F458 are almost completely occupied by the three peripherals (the keypad, the

VFD and the encoder). Therefore, a bigger space of memory to allocate the long C

programming is needed to control the peripherals and so to have a faster operation

compared to if the transmitter block were to use PIC16F877.

Table 4.1: PIC18F458 port utilization

Port Description

A0-A3 4-bit output to encoder

B0-B7 8-bit keypad

C1-C3 Control bits for Vacuum Fluorescent Display (VFD)

D0-D7 Data bits for VFD

Total ports used: 23 out of33 I/O pins
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Figure 4.4: The transmitter board connection to the transmitter circuit and itsperipherals

PIC16F877 is used to control the receiver board, where it is programmed to be able to

identify the input received from the decoder, and match the input with one of the 10

messages.

Table 4.2: PIC16F877 port utilization

Port Description

A0-A3 4-bit input from decoder

B0-B2 Control bits for Dot Matrix display

B4-B7 Data bits for Dot Matrix display

Total ports used: 11 out of 33 I/O pins
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Figure 4.5: The receiver board connection to the decoder and the Dot Matrix display

4.3 COMMUNICATION MEDIUM

For this prototype, the RF Hybrid Transceiver pair from RFSolutions® is used as the

wireless communication medium. The transmitter and the receiver are respectively

connected to the HT12E encoder and HT12D decoder from Holtek Semiconductor as

the interface with the microcontrollers, as shown in Figure 4.4:
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Figure 4.6: Theschematics ofthe connection ofthe transceiver to the encoder and

decoder
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Figure 4.7: Interfacing circuit ofthe transmitter with HT12E (right) and the receiver

with HTl 2D (left)

As mentioned earlier, the encoder and decoder pair is used to interface the

microcontroller with the RF transceiver. At the transmitter microcontroller, the ports AO

to A3 are connected to the encoder pins of AD8 to AD 11. The encoder will receive 4

bits of data from the transmitter microcontroller according to which keypad button is

pressed. The microcontroller response to respective input from the keypad is

summarized in the table in the next page:
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Table 4.3: Transmitter microcontroller operating algorithm

Keypad Microcontroller output bits Vacuum Fluorescent

Display message# pressed Input to PIC A3 A2 Al A0

1 Oxll 0 0 0 1 1. Available

2 0x12 0 0 1 0 2. Taken an MC

3 0x14 0 0 1 1 3. Out 4 a while

4 0x21 0 1 0 0 4. Not in office

5 0x22 0 1 0 1 5. Out to meeting

6 0x24 0 1 1 0 6. Lunch break

7 0x41 0 1 1 1 7. Out- Site Visit

8 0x42 1 0 0 0 8.1-week leave

9 0x44 1 0 0 1 9. Leave your msg

0 0x82 1 0 1 0 10. Don't disturb

The outputs from portA0to A3 will thenbe channeled to the encoder for it to convert it

into serial data. Then the serial data produced will be channeled to the RF transmitter,

and be transmitted to the receiver side.

At the receiver, the received signal is converted into serial data, and is channeled to the

Data In pin of the decoder. The decoder will then decode the serial information into 4-

bit data. The produced 4-bit data are then directed to the receiver microcontroller input

pinsof A0to A3. Theresponse ofthe receiver microcontroller is tabulated as follows:
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Table 4.4: Receivermicrocontroller operating algorithm

Microcontroller input bits Dot Matrix Display

messageA3 A2 Al AO

0 0 0 1 Available

0 0 1 0 Taken an MC

0 0 1 1 Out 4 a while

0 1 0 0 Not in office

0 1 0 1 Out to meeting

0 1 1 0 Lunch break

0 1 1 1 Out- Site Visit

1 0 0 0 1-week leave

1 0 0 1 Leave your msg

1 0 1 0 Don't disturb

4.4 C PROGRAMMING

The Cprogram isprogrammed into the PIC Microcontroller tocontrol the inputs and the

outputs the microcontroller will give. The program for the transmitter is written for the

VFD todisplay the characters keyed infrom the keypad and tosend data to the receiver,

while the program for the receiver is written to wait for any input from the transmitter

and display the message accordingly to the input received. The C programs of the

project are included in the Appendices section.

On ofthe advantages of using C thanAssembly Language is no requirement to program

each memory allocation while inassembly language, each memory allocation need to be

defined. Also, simple routines are the easiest to use for troubleshooting and initialtests

Other than that, debugging will be easier in C than in Assembly Language. The flow

chartonhowto program a microcontroller is shown in the figure below:
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Figme 4.8: Flow Chart to Program the Microcontroller
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION

'Wireless Transceiver for Dot Matrix' can be categorized as a unique wireless

communication prototype. This project is built with the aim to develop a system that

utilizes wireless transmission to send messages to the dot matrix at the receiver block.

Through all the development stages and the organized planning, the project has
successfully met its objective in having able to transmit and receive data in wireless

mode. The completion of the transmitter board and its interfacing with the Vacuum

Fluorescent Display is completed in FYP I. In FYP II, the focus is more to

understanding the operation ofthe encoder/decoder pair and the RF transceiver module,

integrating the whole hardware system together and completing the Cprogram that is
able to control the flow of operation of the system. The main components of the

prototype: the microcontrollers, the encoder and decoder pair and the RF transceivers

have proven to be working smoothly although initially it was rather doubtful since the

three components are manufactured by different parties.

The interesting part ofthewireless transmission used inthis project is that, although the

signal transmission cannot be guaranteed to be 100 percent reliable, the signal

transmission in this prototype is fast and precise. The receiver displays the exact

message like what the transmitter displays, and the time interval taken for it to display is

tested to be mostly less than 3 seconds. Apart from knowing that the microcontroller is

doing a good job based on smoothly written C programs, the efficiency of the RF

transceiver pair is also clearly projected by the fast and accurate transmission. Also, the

use ofthe encoder-decoder pair hashelped in converting the parallel data into serial data,

and vice versa.
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The major factors interms ofdifficulties are constructing each ofthe board to ensure that

the electrical ratings are witliin thecapacity ofeach components, and also to integrate the

boards altogether into one system. Good understanding of Circuit Theory, Analog

Electronics and Communication System are required to complete the project. On top of

that, programming skill especially in C language is very much needed to accomplish a

workable prototype. Good understanding in RF components and how the RF pair works

are also imperative inappreciating thetechnology behind thesmall chips.
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CHAPTER 6

RECOMMENDATION

The use ofthe system canbe extended to a further distance. A larger receiver display can

be used for better applications. Anenhanced keypad or a keyboard may be used to enter

the characters so that individual letters, numbers and characters can be typed to be sent to

the display at the receiver. The issue is of course, thebudget for the project and also, the

duration for the project to be accomplished, in which both needs to be feasible since

project definition expansion will mean extra cost and longer deadline.
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APPENDIX A; The C Code for the Transmitter

/♦TRANSMITTERPROGRAM

FOR MICROCONTROLLER #1

*/

#ifdefined_JPCM_)
#endif

#include<I8F458.h>

#inc!ude <vfd_gul !2xl6g.h>
#&sesHS,NOWDT,NOPROTECT,NOLVP,NOBROWNOUT,NOPUT
#use delay(clock=20000000)

char data,data2,data3,scanner, scanner2, scanner3, second,run,data4;
charnon={'0',,r,,2',,3,,,4',,5',,6,57V8','9'};
inta, b,Lj=05k=0, i,m,n,p, q,t,u,v, w,y, X,C, D, z=0, delay=50:flag=0, flag2=0;

chariight[l]==OxlO;
void lcdinit();
void keypadjnit();
void keypad_init2();
void show(char display);
void characterdisp(char display);
void characterwrite(char write);
void controlfunc(char ins);
void menu();
void greetings();
void pressnumber(char type);
void readytoenter();
void bigchar();
void upsmallcharO;
void downsmallchar();
void light_iirit();
void getout();
void runpin(char exit);

/*

keypad layout

OLL-L-U
11 I I I I

rows 2

3!

*/

0 12 3

columns

keyboard layout

1 2 3 A

4 5 6 B

7 8 9 C

* 0 # D
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void mam()

{
void lcd_init();
delay_ms(500);

greetings();
light_init();

while(true)

{

keypad_uiit();
//delayjns(50);

}

}

void keypadinhX)

{

scanner=0x01;
for(H>;i<4;i++)

{
output b(scanner);
scanner=scanner«1;
deiayms(lO);
data=input_b();
if(data=scanner)

{
delay_ms(50);

}
else

{
show(data);
delay_ms(50);

}

void keypad_init2()

{

scanner2=0x0l;
for(q-0;q<4;q++)

{
output b(scannei2);
scanner2=scanner2«l;
delay_ms(IO);
data2=input_b();
if (data2=scanner2)

{
delay_ms(50);

}
else

{
pressnumber(data2);
delay_ms(50);
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}

}

void keypad_init3()

{
scanner3=0x01;

for(p=0;p<4;p++)

{
output_b(scanner3);
scanner3=scanner3«l;
delay_ms(10);
data3=input_b();

if (data3=scanner3)

{
delay_ms(50);

}
else

{

runpin(data3);
delay_ms(50);

>
}

void lcd_init()

{
controlfunc( displayoff);
controlfunc(cleardispiay);
controlfunc(cursorhome);
controliiinc(entrymodeincc);
controlfunc(cursorleft);
controlfunc(displayon);

}

void light_init()

{
forG=0u<21y++)

{
lightj}]=OxlO;

}
}

void show(cbar display) // from keypadinit

{

switch( display)

{
case 0x81:greetings(); // star. BUTTON OK

flagrl;
break;

case 0x84:menu(); // hash to display main menu. BUTTON OK
flag=I;

break;

case 0x88:controlfiinc(clear display);
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upsmallcharO;
characterdisp("now press any no");
delay_ms(100);
downsmallchar();
characterdispC'to view the msgs");
delay_ms(1000);
readytoenter(); // Ato display output line. BUTTON OK
flag=I;

break;

}

voidpressnumber(char type)//from keypad_init2
{

switch(type)

{

case Oxll :++k; //No 1
characterdispO'l:Available"); //ll chars
delayjus(1000);
output_a(0x01);
fiagrl;

break;

case 0xl2:-H-k; //No 2
characterdisp("2:Taken an MC"); //13 chars
delay_ms(1000);
output_a(0x02);
flag=l;

break;

case0xl4:-H-k; //No 3
characterdisp("3:Out 4 a while"); //15 chars
delay_ms(1000);
outputji(0x03);
flag-1;

break;

case 0x2 l:++k; //No 4
characterdisp("4:Not in office");//15 chars
delay_ms(1000);
output_a(0x04);
flag=l;

break;

case 0x22:++k; //No 5
characterdisp("5:Out to meeting"); //16 chars
delayms(lOOO);
output_a(0x05);
flag=l;

break;

case 0x24:++k; //No 6
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characterdisp("6:Lunch break"); //13 chars
delay_ms{1000);
output_a(0x06);
flag=l;

break;

case 0x41 :++k; //No 7
characterdisp(H7:Out-Site visit"); //16 chars
delay_ms(1000);
output_a(0x07);
flag=l;

break;

case 0x42:++k; //No 8
characterdisp("8:1-week leave"); //14 chars
delay_ms(1000);
output_a(0x08);
flag=l;

break;

case 0x44:++k; //No 9
characterdisp("9:Leave your msg"); //16 chars
delay_ms(1000);
output_a(0x09);
flag=l;

break;

case 0x82:++k; //No 0
characterdisp("10:Don't disturb"); //16chars
delay_ms(1000);
output_a(0x0A);
flag=I;

break;

case 0x48: getout();
delay_ms<100);
fiag=l;

break;

}

}

void getout()

{
Hag=0;
controlfunc(clear_display);
upsmallcharO;
characterdispC'press E to exit");
delayms(lOO);

downsmalichar();
characterdisp("msg selection");
delay_ms(500);
while(flag=0)

{
keypad_init3();
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}
flag=0;

void runpin(char exit)

{
ifi;data3=0x28)

{
flag=l;

j=20;
controlfunc(cleardisplay);
upsmallchar();
characterdispC'Press A,B or C");
downsmaIlchar();
characterdisp("to start back");
delay_ms(5000);
//controlfiinc{clear_display);
flag2=0;

}

void greetings() // dah ok

{

controlfiinc(clear_display);
delay_ms(deiay);
upsmallchar();

characterdispC'This is an");

delay ms(500);

downsmallcharO;
characterdisp("FYP Project");
delay_ms(3000);

controlfimc(clear_display);
delay_ms(delay);
upsma!Ichar();

characterdispC'Press A:Welcome");
delay_ms{500);

downsmallchar();

characterdispC'Press B: Menu");
delay_ms{3000);

controlfunc(clear display);
delay_jns(deJay);
upsmallcharO;

characterdispC'Press C:Display");
delay_ms(500);

controlftinc(cursorjeft);
downsmailchar();

characterdisp("msg, send to Rx");
delay_ms(3000);

controifunc(clear display);
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delay_ms(delay);
upsmallchar();

characterdisp("you can press");
delay_ms(500);

controlfunc(cursor_left);
downsmallchar();

characterdispC'A B or C now");
delay_ms(500);

)

void menu()

controlninc(c!ear_display);
bigchar();
characterdisp("~MeNU"");

deiay_ms(500);

controifimc(clear_display);
delay_jns(delay);

upsmallchar();
characterdisp("BUTTON");
delay_ms{500);

downsmallchar();
characterdisp("FUNCT10NS:");

delay_ms(2000);

controlfiinc(cleardisplay);

upsmallchar;

characterdispC'O - 9:display");
delay_ms(500);

downsmallcharO;
characterdispC'the 10 messages");
delay_ms(2000);

controlfiinc(clear_dispfay);

upsmallchar;

characterdisp("D:exit the msg");
delay_ms(500);

downsmaUchar();
characterdispC'entering loop");
delay_ms(2000);

controtfiinc(cleardisplay);

upsmallchar;

characterdispC'the message loop");
delay_ms(500);
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downsmallcharO;
characterdispCis 20 times");
delay_ms(2000);

controlfiinc(clear_display);

upsmallchar;

characterdispC'E: press to");
delayjus(500);

downsmallcharO;
characterdispC'restart program");
delay_ms(2000);

controlftinc(ciear_display);

upsmallchar();

characterdispCend ofmenu");
delay_ms(500);

downsmallcharO;
for(m=0;m<16;m++)

{
characterdispC'-");
delay_ms(100);

}

void readytoenter()

{
controlfimc(clea_display);
upsmalichar();

for(j=0;j<20y-H-)

{
flag=0;

while(flag=0)

I
keypad_init2();

}
flag=0;

ifl;flag2=0)

downsmallcharO;
deiay_ms(1000);
flag2=l;

}
else

{
upsmallchar();
delay„ms(3000);
flag2=0;
controlfunc(clear_ display);
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void characterdisp(char display) // with RS high

{
output_c(0x04);
delayms(lO);
output_c(0x02);
delay_ms{10);
output_c(OxOA); // setting only Enable(C3)and RS to Hi
output_d(display);
delayjms(10);
output_c(0x02);
delay_ms(delay);
output_c(0x04);

}

void controlfunc(char ins) // with RS low

{
output_c(0x04);
delay_ms(10);
output_c(0x00);
delayms(lO);
outpu_c(0x08); // settingonly EnabIe(C3)to Hi
output_d(ins); //send instruction
delay_ms(20);
output_c(0x00);
delayms(delay);
output_c(0x04);

}

void bigchar()

controlfunc(0xF2);
characterdispCC);

controlfunc(OxFO);
characterdisp(OxOF);
characterdisp(OxOE);

}

void upsmallchar()

{
controlfiinc(0xF2);

characterdisp('B');
controlfunc(OxFO);

characterdisp(0x07);
characterdisp(0x07);
controlfbnc(0x80);

void downsmallcharO

{
controltunc(OxFO);
characterdisp(Oxl 1);
characterdisp(OxOF);
contro!fiinc(0xC0);
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APPENDIX B: The C Code for the Receiver

/*

C PROGRAM FOR RECEIVER PART

MICROCONTROLLER #2

*/

#ifdefmedC_PCH_J
#endif

#include<16F877.h>

#fuscsXT,NOWDT,NOPROTECT,NOLVP)NOBROWNOUT,NOPUT
#use delay(clock=4000000)
#include <LCD.C>

char frornjx;
void main()

{
lcd_init();
while (true)

{
delay_ms(100);

from_tx=input_aO;
if(from_tx-=0x01)

{
lcd_gotoxy(l,l);
lcdj>utc("Availabl");
lcdjgotoxy(l,2);
lcd_j)utc("e ");

}

else ifl;from_tx=0x02)

{
lcd_gotoxy(l,l);
lcdjJutc("Taken an");
lcd_gotoxy(l,2);
lcd_putc(" MC ");

}
else ii^from_tx==0x03)

{
lcd_gotoxy(l,l);
lcd_putc("Out 4 a ");
lcd_gotoxy(1,2);
lcd_putc("while ");

}
else ifi^frornjx=0x04)

{
lcd_gotoxy(l.l);
lcd_putc<"Not in o");
lcd_gotoxy(l,2);
lcd_putc("ffice ");

}
else if(from_tx=0x05)

{
lcd_gotoxy(l,l);
lcd_putc("Out to m");
lcd_gotoxy(l,2);
lcd_putc("eeting ");

else if(fxom_tx=0x06)

{
lod_gotoxy(l,l);
lcd_putc("Lunchbr");
lcd_gotoxy(l,2);
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kd__putc("eak ");

i
else iflTrom_Uf=Ox07)

{
lcd__gotoxy(l,l);
lcd_putc("Out-Site visit");
lcd_gotoxy(l,2);
lcdj)utc(" visit ");

else il(fromjx=0x08)

{
lcd_gotoxy(l,l);
lcdj>utc("l-weekr);
Icd_gotoxy(l,2);
lcd_putc("eave ");

>
else if(fomJx==Qx09)

{
lcd_gotoxy(l,I);
lcd_putc("Leave yo");
lcdj?otoxy(l,2);
lcd_putc("ur msg ");

}
else iflfromJx=0x0A)

{
lcd_gotoxy(l,I);
lcd_pute("Doritdi");
lcd_gotoxy(l,2);
lcd_putc("sturb ");

}
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APPENDIX C: The C Code for the Dot Matnx Driver

//The dot matrix driver program
// As defined in the following structure the pin connection is as follows:
// DO enable

// Dl rs

// D2 rw

// D4 D4

// D5 D5

// D6 D6

// D7 D7

//

// LCDpins D0-D3 are not usedand PIC D3 is not used.

// Un-comment the following define to use port B
#define use_portbJcd TRUE

struct lcd_pin_map {
boolean enable;
boolean rs;
boolean rw;
boolean unused;
int data: 4;

}lcd;

// This structure is overlayed
// on to an I/O port to gain

// access to the LCD pins.
// The bits are allocated from

//low order up. ENABLE will
//be pin BO.

#ifdefmed(_PCH__)
#ifdefined usejortbjcd

#bytelcd = 0xF81
#else

#byte!cd = 0xF83
#endif

#else

#if defined usejrortbjcd
#byte led = 6 // on to port B (at address6)

#else

#byte led = 8 //on to port D (at address 8)
#endif

#endif

#ifdefined use_portb_lcd
#define set_tris_lcd(x) set_tris_b(x)

#else

#define set_tris_Icd(x) set_tris_d(x)
#endif

// This puts the entire structure

// This puts the entire structure

#define ledtype 2 // 0=5x7, 1=5x10, 2=2 lines
#defme led line two 0x40 // LCD RAM address for the second line

byte CONSTLCD_INIT_STRING[4] = {0x201 (ledjype « 2), Oxc, 1,6};
// These bytes need to be sent to the LCD
// to start it up.

// The following are used for setting
// the I/O port direction register.
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STRUCTlcd_pin_mapconst LCD WRITE= {0,0,0,0,0};// For write modeall pins are out
STRUCTledjpinmap const LCD READ = {0,0,0,0,15};// For read mode data pins are in
byte lcdreadbyteO {

byte tow,high;
setJris_lcd(LCD_READ);
lcd.rw = 1;
delaycycles(l);
lcd.enable= i;
delay cycles(J);
high = lcddata;
Icd.enable = 0;
delay_cycles(l);
Icd.enable = 1;
delay_us(l);
low = Icd.data;

Icd.enable = 0;
setJrisJcd(LCD_WRITE);
retum( (high«4) j low);

}
void led send_nibbfe( byten) {

lcd.data = n;
delay_cycles(l);
lcd.enable = 1;
delay us(2);
lcd.enable = 0;

}
void lcd_send_byte( byte address, byte n) {

Icd.rs = 0;
while ( bitjest(lcd_read_byte0,7));
Icd.rs = address;
delaycycles(l);
lccLrw = 0;
detaycycles(l);
lcd.enable = 0;
lcd_send_nibble(n » 4);
Icdsend__nibble(n & Oxf);

}
void lcd_init() {

bytei;
set_tris_lcd(LCD_WRITE);
Icd.rs = 0;
lcd.rw = 0;
lcd.enable = 0;
delay_ms(15);
fbr(i=l;i<=3;++i) {

lcd_send_nibble(3);
delay_ms(5);

}
led send nibble(2);
for(i=0;i<=3;-H-i)

lcd_send_byte(0,LCDJNrr^STRING[i]);
}
void lcd_gotoxy( byte x, byte y) {

byte address;

Hfcr!=l)
address^lcdlinetwo;

else

address=0;
address+=x-l;
led send byte(0,0x80|address);
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void lcd_putc( char c) {
switch (c) {

case*\f :lcd_send_byte(0,l);
delay_ms(2);

break;
case %' : lcd_gotoxy(l,2); break;
case'lb' : Icd_send_byte(0,0xl0); break;
default : Icd_sendjbyte(l,c); break;

}
}
char lcdj*etc( byte x, byte y) {

char value;

lcd_gotoxy(x,y);
while(bitjest(lcdjread_byte(),7)); // waituntil busyflag is low
lcd.rs=l;
value = lcd_read_byte();
lcd.rs=0;
return(value);

}
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APPENDIX D: The C Code for the VFD Driver

// DRIVER PROG FOR VACUUM FLUORESCENT DISPLAY

//////// Standard Header file for the PIC18F458 device ////////////////
////////Programmemory: 16384x16 Data RAM: 1536 Stack: 31
////////I/O: 33 Analog Pms: 8
//////// Data EEPROM: 256

////////C Scratch area: 00 ID Location: 2000
////////Fuses: LP,XT,HS,RC,EC,ECJO,H4,RCJO,PROTECT,NOPROTECT,OSCSEN
//////// Fuses:NOOSCSEN,NOBROWNOUT,BROWNOUT,WDTl,\VDT2,vVDT4,WDT8,WDT16,WDT32
////////Fuses: WDT64,WDT128,WDT,NOWDT,BORV20,BORV27,BORV423ORV45,PUT,NOPUT
////////Fuses: CP^NOCPD^OSTVREN^TVREN^ODEBUCDEBUG^OLVP^V^WR^NOWRT
////////Fuses: NOWRTD,WRTD,WRTB,NOWRTB,CPB,NOCPB,WRTC,NOWRTC,EBTR,NOEBTR
//////// Fuses: EBTRB,NOEBTRB
////////

imiimuiHtiiHtitiiiitiitimiitiiintmnmumiuuuitivo
II Discrete I/O Functions: SET_TRIS_x(), OUTPUT_x(), INPUT_x(),
// PORT_B_PULLUPS(), INPUT(),
// OUTPUTLOW0, OUTPUT_HIGH(),
// OUTPUT_FLOAT0, OUTPUT_BIT()
// Constants used to identify pins in the above are:

#define clear_display 0x01
^define cursor home 0x02

#define entrymodeincc 0x06
#define entrymodedecc 0x04
#define displayon OxOF

#define displayoff 0x08

#define cursor left 0x10

#define cursor right 0x14

#define fullbit 0x30

Adeline halfbit 0x20

^define lumin3 0x00

#define lumin2 0x01

#define luminl 0x02

#define luminO 0x03
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APPENDIX E: Project Cost Estimation

Components Cost Per Unit Quantity Cost(RM)

PIC18F458 microcontroller RM 38.00 ($10)* 2 76.00

FM Transmitter, SIL Package,

868 MHz

RM 66.64 (£9.52)** 1 66.64

FM Receiver, SIL Package, 868

MHz

RM 93.73 (£13.39)** 1 93.73

Electrolytic capacitors RM0.50 20 10.00

Dot matrix display RM 30.00 2 60.00

Ceramic capacitors RM0.30 15 4.50

MAX232 +5V Dual RS232

Transceivers (16 pin DIP)

RM6.90 ($1.80)* 2 13.80

RS232 Connector RM 9.50 ($2.50)* 2 19.00

Voltage regulator 7805 RM 1.00 ($0.25)* 2 2.00

Heatsinks RM1.60 ($0.40)* 2 3.20

Resistors RM0.50 20 10.00

Diodes RM0.40 8 3.20

20.000MHz Crystal Oscillator RM1.20 ($0.30)* 3 3.60

40 Pin Machine Tooled IC

Socket

RM4.00 ($1.05)* 2 8.00

40 Pin .100" Straight Male

Headers

RM7.30 ($1.90)* 2 14.60

Solder bundle RM 10.00 1 10.00

Wires RM2.00/meter 3 meters 6.00

Pushbutton switches RM0.50 4 2.00

Keypad RM 10.00 1 10.00

TOTAL 416.27

*source: http://www.futurlec.com

Conversion of currency: USD$1 = RM3.80

** source: http://www.rfsolutions.co.uk

** Conversion of currency: UK£ = RM7.00
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APPENDIX F: HT12D Datasheet

<#>HOLTEK

Features

* Operating ws?iaife:2.^V~12V

* tC'« power and high rttfise imrnurtitir CMOS
tecfifsdetjjy

- irs'ft standby current

* Capatalea1d*«jdirig ^bitsctirttermaiaf]

* Brwyaddress setting

* Received ec-des a»e enacted 3 liner*

» AddressfData rirfrtber usritiirtdtiior;

HT12D: aaddre-33 wis and •* data bite

• HT12F: 12 address fcilssnlv

Applications

- Burglar darm system

- &«(*.* and 1i« atatrn system

* Garage daer^ritdllers

- Car d^w ecritollers

General Description

The2^de^d*sareastf=e3clCMCeL3!3torrerii<ie
eeritoi system appfieatierrs. They are paired wilh

HallslC'a 2'3 series el encoders {rater lathe ersc.-<jler,«e-
cader aoss reference taftte}. F<"j proper Gp«ralcri, a
pair di ericcder&teasder with ste same number ol ad

dresses and data tirmal should a* tftea&n.

The decoders reosive ••aria! addresses and dala Iron a

proijr,af'iir'oad2':2-seF'i*sofer"K:cderst;ala!'«1ra';-5fulted
by a catner using an RF dran !R tansnsssifinri'fedkirix
Thev tc-iisiafe tie sena* msjuidala Siree *«>sa oarrfnu-

Selection Tabic

HT12D/HT12F
.12

2l£ Series ofDecoders

13>j]l-i~i dSdllala' nfte<l3i!lrti¥5% resister

'•/aid. tran*ini&stort indicator

Easy interface witi an RFfi?,artifil*ar«i,!rai'ia't'i3aiart
[•oadi'jn

Mrtirra! externa* -SGfPfKWiarfls

Pair wits •HaiteK-^'3 swies d enc^asra
13-pin DIP, 20-pir-, SOP pad-lag*:

- Car- alami system

"i Se&itfly system

- Cordless telephones

- Otter remote ocinVtf systems

•ais<y win 1hefr feca! addresses, it nc errc? cr un-
rvsaldred £ddes are leund, *»* inpui dala '.sides are

de'Xdsd.aridfien transferred toViefiu^iiJt fins. The VT

pn also g>«s high 1c indcaie a valid Van s-riss=en.

The 2~'2 series ti decoders are capable a* detodiig
fildmiatdns thai censfsl it N bit: ti address and 12- •W

bits ddata.atfiis series, lie !-iT12Qis arranged topso-

Mide 3 address bitsand* dala torts. and.HT12F is 'jsed te

deoedft 12 ba-aol address iritornafcri.

""*"--._Fuitrf ton

Part No, """""--.,
Address

Me.

Data
VT Oscillator Trigger Package

No. Type

hTT12D •3 4 L > RC tiseilafcr DIN aetve "Hj" 13DiPn203OP

HT12F 12 (3 •< RC aseilatar DINative '""Hi" iaDIP,20SOP

fJCKs; Data type; L struts tar iais.tr type dala e»_flf!<Jl.

VT C3rt be ijsad as a nxmwitsrv data cutout.
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^HOLTHK

Block Diayram

r -o-

-r
n "Jwdw

9xa rj&&3nr

3tfa SW:
Hc?r»»r

HT12D/HT12F

U3*

•S>TK ^QKKXir 'Ja-rpsraw •4- Hi rjcrr&araDT CcoroiLocpc

3"

IraTsmssorSaM Ottu: fcj^r —*Cvf

4=4 4-t

Mate: The attlresidala pns are availarie in ytftoj-scetiK'natere •[•aae tie addrasSiMata tab!*;.

Pin AssigmriGffi

8-A*lHrS8

AsC 1

Ain 2

A2C 5

Aid 4

ash s

A.' C -S

fi~sC9

~zr
is 3 Visa

t.r 3VI

10 3Csci

!•'•> 30-Sta

I* 3^;.ij

13 3311

12 3O10

11 H39

10 3,3*

HT12D

-18 01P-A

Pin Description

ftA#iif6SS
4-Bats

*£:C 1

Al C a

azL 4

AC 4

M[ 6

»[,'

we 9

f-sSC lo

T7"
20 3"i's

is 3Vsa

is 3vi

t* 3'JStn

ie 3oats

ii 33.")

1*3311

13 JjD 10

tl 33S

HT12D
-2&50P-A

12-Addfmy

AoC I

AIC 2

A3C 4

MC •'

Arc &

T_

IS 3V33

1.' JY?

l(i JOSCl

It. 3CSC2

14 33*

13 3AII

12 3AI0

11 DA9

10 3AE

HT12F

-18 DJP-A

12-Addwsi!
e*0ats

I CT"
M--C 1 "

Air 3

AZC 4

ASCi

A4C (i

A*C .'

AflCs

A.'C 9

30 3:Vfc

19 3 VCD

IS UV1

1: 30SJ1

IS 3tHfc2

11 33?)

14 3AI1

13 3A10

12 3A9

II 3AB

HTS2F
-20 SQP-A

Pi n Kaifiti IM
frtler rial

Catuwelfcti*
Description

A<>A11 (hTt2Fl

i
si/as

TranEmi'Siii!') Gale

h£ut pins ter address A0--A11 aeSirtu.
These fins can be externally set ic-V3S £?" 1*8 open.

AQ--A?:KnsQ;-
hpul pins tor add«as A0--A?seiSng
These jSciacan be externally geifc V3S er lefl open.

D3---C-11 <hTi2BJ O CMOS OUT Oj^iuI date fins, pewer-cn stale Islcw,

DIN 1 cwas in Serial data input pin

VT O GWOS OUT Valid fansfiassren, aetve high

OSC1 1 Osdtlattir osdiiai*' ftpuiain

OSC2 O Oadliatar Osc-ISalcr output fin

V3S Nsgatv* pewsr s^ply, ground

V5JD FtiSliVe pawer suppfy

Rev. I.ia Ntivefr&er 13, 2>M2
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&HOLTEK

Functional Description

Operators

The I* aeresel decoders pfovid*svariousoomtsna-
ttors ol addresses and date fins in different p-achages

ao as te pairi«ti fte a"3 serfe* o(eneedere.

The decoders receiw dais ttai are tarY-witted t% an

encoder and interpfet tie fir-stH &S-3 o1 ocde period a*

addresses andtheia-2l 12-- Wfciteas data, where NieSt*

address code narrtier. A signal on tie OtN pin aclvates
the oscilialcr 'rfiich in turn decodes the inetfWng ad-

df«fis arid data. Trie decoders wii theft *sed( fie re

ceived address three tfneae&TlmKKjeSy- ifIf* feceived

address cotes aj fiatefi f're oarstertts o1 tie decoder's

local address,tr« 12-NSi^o(tlaJaafedecodedtcac-ti-

valefteaitputpifis arid tie VTpirtiiiKlhigh to iritSciSdifi
a valid tansmsaicn. This '«!> East unless *i* address

code is iicorreei or ne sFgrtai is *eoesved.

TTi*e^|^idtieVTpirii4fri§hdfiiywrfSftirr«fr*rSt'£i-

•£ii?t. i-3 valid. Otter-wise iti'3 a!-«%3id-Al.

output typa

Ol fie 2^ series ot decoder, tie HTV2? Fas nc ddla
ou^ui! pir*but its VT pin can &e used as a rmffarflary

data cu^bjI. The HTt2B, en the after hand, provides A
iatefr type data pirr3*.'te3e data remain unchanged until

new data are received.

Part Data

Pius

Atklf-ess;

Pins

Output
Type

Oper&tifiy
Vottay«

HT12D 4 3 LaVjfr 2.4VM2V

HTT2F a 12 2.4V-12V

Dtic&l&f liming

Ercotw
Trarsetaiicr

EnsH&
~U

I*- < 1wefc

HT12D/HT12F

Ftawtbart

"Thessdlfatef is disa&ed in tie slarxKiy state and aci-

vated when a logic l-ijgft*-signal applies ic-tie D\ii pin.
Trial is to say, tie DIM sftcuid Eiekepi low ft tiers is no

•ajgnai irtp'Jt.

r-^owsr on J

• •

Sartfbrmodo ;

5^3 word

I-
Address &?

rnaschod "J

iY"
&»rotted

——_ dsfcaorrer'

"C

:« r

IJrJ
H- 4««i -h , H— 2$3&£, —^-4*or« -h

|4+l£'clocks (**{2 dwfca

QkmJctVT

f^-o-fltk I*- crsds

UXflSG

Ji

Rev. 1.1 Q Nownffcer 13.2QG2
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APPENDIX G: HT12E Datasheet

K^HOLTE

Features

- Operating voltage

2.^V-SVfcffieHT12A

2^V~12V1ortieHT12E

^ la'K porter"and high noise irtiriiurtifyCMOS
tecftneiegy

* Sjswatofidtiycurrenlia.^aA^-pOatVcp-av

- HT12Awit; a 33KH2 canter for infrared tranemssorr

riwdiuni

Applications

(!*• jKarrn system

"i Swcfce arid lis alarm systerii

- Oarage door eon tollers

* Car door conveners

General Description

Trie2 s encoders are a seriesof GM33 LSis fc-r reriiole
ranter •^-sten'sappfcatione. They are oapafiieot encod
ing irttornriaiiaft vtfiicft cona'-sts of N address aits and
12 N data Ms. Each atldressfclate input can &e set to

one cl tie tws logic aales. The riograri'ar^d ad-

dfes-ae-i'data are vanemBed tagetrer -rati tie header

Selection Table

HT12A/HT12E

212 Series ofEncoders

Fou- words ter tie HT12E

One word te the HT12A

Bull-in osoliskr needs oniy-S^ resster

Data cede has positive polarity

Mnirmi externa* ecrripcnems

Pai witt HoifcSt's2r2aeries o( decoders

1.3-pin DIP. 20-pai SOP package

Car ^rm system

Security system

CcrOiess telephones

Other reflate cenfol systems

tain via an RF or m intared transmission medium upon

receipto(a •friggersigna!. The capability te seleclaTE
trigger on tie MT12E or a DATAtrigger on tie HT12A
turner enhatees tie appiicatcri feadtiility ol tie 21 se
ries ol encoders. The HT12A addSondly prev&es a

cBkHz carrier ter infrared svsteff'-s.

Part Mo. ^-^ Ho.

Address/

Data Ha.
Data Mo. Osdltakw Tfieomf

Ca frier

Output
K#galivf.'
Polarity

Pat:tai$tJ

KT12A 3 0 4
45-5kH2

rescnatef
'D.3"D11 3*HZ NO 1flDiP,2'3SOP

HT12E 3 4 a
RC

csoliaior
TE NO Mo 13DIP,20SQP

Wote: Address'Q^a represents pins ttat can be eitw address & date acossling to the ^plicaSen requifeniefit.

Rev, 1.1 a JanuafY 33,200.3
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HDUBC HT12A/HT12E

Pin Descriptton

PiK Hminu IHD
1filer tliti

Con nctiiofi
Description

A3---A7 f
CMOS IN Pufl-ttgft

JHT12A;

ripulpinster addressAa-"A7 aeSng
These pins can be eitemaily set to VSS or ieliopen

NM05 TRANSMiSSSON

GATEPROTECTiON

DIODE {Hrt2E}

A1WAD11 1

NMO-S TRANSMISSION
•GATE PROTECTION

DK3GE{Hri2E}

input pinste atidreaayata AD4!--At}1l setlng
These pine can £e e^ternaiiy ael & VSS & tetl open

D9-011
<

CW33 SN Pyil-nrgTr

hpul pins lor data Dfl™Bl1 setsng and ir-ansmisaiori enade. active
low

These pine 'itouSri be exlerhaKyset to VSS oriett open ^see HoteJ

DOUT O CMOS OUT Eft-oder"1data seriai Vanrsn^ssiari siu^sut

L'M i CMOS IN py&fs.g?:
Latorr.'Mo/ianiary IransrNssion lo^nal seieclon pin:
Lato?t: FToatafigafVDD
yiofisrfiary;V-S3

fE" s CMOS IN PuR-Ngh Tfafsrivsaiart enable, active iow isee Note!'

OSC1 i Q3CUATOR 1 Osdiiatof input 0n

03C2 O Q-SCMATOR t Oscillator1 c>Jipul pin

J<1 J OSCUATQR 2 455kHz resofidcf osciiialof input

X2 o OSC&XATQR 2 4-5skH2i"*scn,3iQf csciliaSer output

vss 1 Negative power supply, o/amd

VDD ! FosiSve power Supply

Note: 'DS-&" areas data input aid tfansr-riissien enafcia pins of tra HT12A.

TEisata^rrssSonenafiiepinolthe :HT12E.

Approximate Merrsil CtsnntKtions

NMOS
TRAMS MISS KJN

.£ATE

CMOS fM
:mqs out OSCILLAriK 1

TTl—c] -—^>q—a ^a=pI^>-[-iX3o

Q£CiLL<VK)R2

xi r JLZ
•—L>°—a

Rev. t.TQ

u-

NMOS TRftMSMBSlOM GATE
PROTECTION DIODE

^HiLH
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APPENDIX H: Transmitter and Receiver Module Datasheet

transmitter & receiver

Hybrid Modules,

FM Radio TransTikier & ReseVsrs

Available As 3t 5 or -33 or 835MHz

T-ansm;t3ange Up To 250m

Vii^a/iure Packages

3a-3 Rate upto 3.6Kbps

Mo Adjjstabie Components

Very Stabla OperaEirg Frequency

Operates bar--, -23 to +35 C

Transmitter

* 3-12 Supply Voltage

• 3iLorDiL3ack3ge

Receiver

• ^LL XTAL Design

CMQS/TTLOufcu:

nSS\ Output

Standby Mode {max 10QnA)

5V Supply V'okage

Applications

Wireless S-acomy Systems

Car Alarms

.Rerroie Gate Controls

.Rerr*o:&Sensing

3st3 Capture

Sensor Reporting

FM-RTFQ Series

I-RRFQ SERIES

RT.F-Q-

III I TTTTT
RRF21

RTrQS

R.RF32

Description
These miniature RF modules providea cost effective high performance FM Radio data [ink, at either 315,
433.32 or a-3SMM?, Manufactured lising laser-trimmed Tii-ste Film ceramic Hybrid the mocuies exhibits
extrerrety s:abl9s!eeironis characteristics overan Industrial Temperature range.The hybrid technology usee
ro adjustable corrtponerts and ensures very reliable operation.
This transmitterand .receiverpar enables the s'mpie mplementafjor: of a data link at distances upto 75 metres
in-building and 250 metres opsr ground.

These modules will sui: one-to-one and mUti-nede wireless links in applications including car and bui'di.ng
securty, EPOS anc inventory frisking, remote industrial preoass monitoring and computer neiworkmg.
Because of'heir small size and low power requirements, both modules are icesi for use n portable, battery-
powered apalca'Jons such as hard-held terrrvnals.

Dsoea-r yavr.4 -saoZiRsg.Ns. 227i:o:, Ergiard ="303 1 m cc
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TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER

HYBRID MODULES.

FM-RTFQ Series

FM-RRFQ SERIES

Transmitters
There are two versions of transmitter:

RTFCT; A Dual In Lire Package ooe'aling at 3.3V.Th s provides the most rugged mechanical fx'-ng to
the host PCB. ^cwer Down moce is also available.

RT=Q2: A Single n -ire Package ircorporating a voltage regulator fcr 3-12Voperation. (Compatible
with rranyother^Ftransmitte' modulesavailsb<aj

Transmitter Bloclk Diagram

Part Numbering

•• I
fl*. it? ****** -Juta^TLti

•

Part Numtidr Description

FJ/-RTFQS31? DlLFyT^smrter Modules WHz

FV-P.TsQt -43? 2- _ FM "rarsTiilter f/odus 423.52 Mhz

Fr/-RT=Q1-362 3 . FM "rarsmlKer r/oaua SE8.33 Mr-z

FfARTFGtf-ttSR s: _ FM -rarsmffler Moiue 433=2 Mr-z 2- 2V i?p

FV-RTFQ2-&52R S- - FM "rarsmltter Vo3us S5S 35 Mr-z 3-^ 2V \'P

Receivers
There a-e two versions of receive':

RRFG1: A Single in Lire Fackac-s with sleep / Fewer down P-oce.
R^FC2: A Sirgis in _ire Package, pin compatible wth mary other receivers

Receiver Block Diagram

U

Part Numbering

•-*-

4

Part Hunter Description
FM-SRFQ1-515 SIL FV Raceiwr i/oau* 3tS tf-ft

FM-=*RFG1-433 5 >L=M RecelVST Msdlile 433.92 MHz

FM-^RFC1-3S6 S:L =M Receiver Msduie S£3.3E MHz

FM-=*RFC2-433 g:l -m Receiver F-tedule 433.92 MHZ

FM-^RFC2-g=8 3"L =M Receiver Msdde 363.35 MHz

Dsaea-? wavw ;20"4 Reg. w: 22? 430*. f rg:3rd =3a=2
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ITTER & RECEIVER

MODULES.

RTFQ1 Mechanical Dimensions

PCaiajBirssi-."*"**"1-

;y-„j—-r---—-•*>-

RTFQ2 Mechanicai Dimensions

Pin Description

t3 iajStf ?.;q. nsft'ts

it i J i

"•FT "T~1— T
i i„ 2L3.~irm „i i I

•I f* "1 I (
;.i"4sp-''

, g Urf:srr«s-n:-

1

1--.

•< .

l" ' r>
fl HP

-RTFG SERIES

-RRFQ SERIES

Fi-a :-- "B.-i a:-»

Ph Dlmeiicri:

3.;£p'm)t3.Ecr!»

VJatt.s—cc-K-irri-i

"i-j;- !3.-: «!:•;

=nDlmen-Ers :

").2£b-m a 3.SGIP •»!

KTFffll RTFQ2 Halm O^BCTlctlon

NrA Err Ei3Bfei3*&veh:qhi

2 -< i\ Dita Irout

t 1 G\*; Gniurid. connest to RF earn returr ostfi

4 3 Vcc S'jcpiyvalta-*e
c £ SrO Graurid. ccnnesi Ki RF earth rEiirr ostn
c 2 EA Externa Ar'ems

Technical Specifications
ElDCtricsl Charac^rigtlo Mm TYPICAL MAX DIMENSION

2.1 3.3 4.CO V

2.5 12.03 V

&JWi'*r Current 7 g rnA

i:a rA

Frs^je.tcy

315.0

433.£2

SSS.35

Wt-z

RF CUtrXitIrtr: SEK iV53*-3.3V"» -5 • t*: ,' -M E5T

inttisi Frsgjgrrcv fctcira*:? -35 0 -t-35 KHZ

FM D3*(s:3r 25 3j 35 KHZ

Harmsrtc SeuriGJs finssorts •3D dec

inEufl High voiiaqe ~*.TFQ' 1.5 '/•EC •

irtEUl Mi3h VOS305 .TITOS 1.5 E5 •l'

Power lb "lire -En loft-? SF'i •; mS

Power Lp""lrre •:Fo'A,er cfi toSj? SFi =, rtiS

S.8 KHZ

cpsrats-ig Teirpemjrs -25 460 *C

QSae9-7 MavDi £20*14 R=g. HS. 257 4201. Erg?3fCt 38^3
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1TTER & RECEIVER

HYBRID MODULES,

FM-RTFQ SERIES

FM-RRFQ SERIES

RRFQ1 Mechanical Details

i-

Can|U-mS Sale

RRFQ2 Mechanical Details

Csngwan: Soil

Pin Description

•A-r

RRFOT RRFG2 pis "teeerlptlori

1 15 rVCC

2.7.-1 2,1f Gf>4D

3 •'. D3S3 in iAntenrta:-

12 MC

13 <& R5ceH'2d Slsnal 3trerath CLtsut

H'A ;7 A= OiiiDbt

14 18 L>3t3Cyl

15 N.'A F3i¥=T D3W

0'.' - £-.an3bj-
5"v - Co=rs:!!ir;

-Aj—*

-4 J

RSSl Output'
RF in jdBtnj msem

-133 1.22

-1-.0 1.35

-1M 1.5:

.3Q 1.73

-30 2.0S

-70 2.3E

-50 2.62

-50 2.72

-40 2 7C

RSSl Output
The RSSl proviaes a DC Voltagepropc-tana1 to the peak vans of the receive data signal. Th.s outout csr be
us-edas an indioaxr far "he received signs! strength to use in wake-up circuits etc.
An RCd'curtis normall-f used top-av;dethe tjr.ir-g far the RSSl signal. The-ncdires have a TDnF capacitor
intarnaliy connected toGND, therefore s pull cown resisior no GND) co.nnec-.ed to the RSSl p\r nay fc-s tsed
to generate a sirrtpleRC network time constant for the RSSl sigr>a! output.
Please note that the rnaxirr-urr- -jtitpvt current is- typically 85C-uA the discha-ge current is lower tnan 2uA

DS069-7 MSVK ;v2o:4 Reg. N: 22- 420^. a-gard 3sas.
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